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Abstract

In this paper, we report a case study of computer
supported exploration of the theory of natural numbers,
using a theory exploration model based on knowledge
schemes, proposed by Bruno Buchberger.

We illustrate with examples from the exploration:
(i) the invention of new concepts (functions, re-
lations) in the theory, using knowledge schemes,
(ii) the invention of new propositions, using proposition
schemes, (iii) the invention of problems, using knowl-
edge schemes, (iv) the introduction of new reasoning
rules, by lifting knowledge to the inference level, after
their correctness was proved.

1 Introduction

Mathematical knowledge is acquired through the ex-
ploration of theories. This should become clear as early
as the training period of the mathematicians, when
they go through various theories under the guidance
of an instructor. Later on, the mathematicians will ex-
plore theories on their on, then move to develop new
mathematics, based on the knowledge so far.

One of the goals of the recent field of Mathemati-
cal Knowledge Management (MKM) is to provide com-
puter support for this type of activity. See [7], [2], [1]
for an overview of the MKM community research. Re-
cently, Bruno Buchberger proposed a model for theory
exploration based on knowledge schemes, see [3, 9].
In this model, theories are developed in exploration
rounds by:
– adding new concepts to the theory, using definition

schemes,
– adding new conjectures about the notion introduced,

using proposition schemes,
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– inventing problems about concepts, using prob-
lem schemes and giving solutions, using algorithm
schemes,

– inventing new inference rules, usually by lifting
knowledge to the level of inference rules.

Remark. As it will turn out, the same scheme can be
used, depending on the context, as a definition, propo-
sition, problem, or algorithm scheme.

Examples of exploration cycles carried out with
this exploration model, and focused on problem solv-
ing/algorithm synthesis can be seen in [10](synthesis in
the theory of tuples), [6], [9].

In this paper we consider the exploration of natural
numbers (Peano system). We chose this case study be-
cause it is a benchmark for any mathematical reasoning
system, and it should illustrate the advantages of the
scheme–based exploration approach. We compare this
case study to that carried out by Manna and Waldinger
in [18]. If we manage to produce similar content, then
we believe the exploration model will have proved suc-
cessful in this case.

The case study is carried out in the Theorema sys-
tem, and we will use its notational convention. For
more details concerning the system, see [11], [9].

In Section 2 we present the context of our case study:
the logic, the language of natural numbers, our no-
tion of a theory, then natural numbers expressed in
the language in this setting, and describe the library
of schemes available in the exploration process. Sec-
tion 3 contains various examples from the exploration:
adding notions, conjectures, problems using schemes,
and lifting knowledge to the inference level. Section 4
is concerned with implementation issues: implemen-
tation of new provers needed to carry out the explo-
ration, organization of the exploration. We consider
related work in Section 5, and present our conclusions
and future directions of research in Section 6.



2 Context

2.1 Language, Knowledge Base, Inference
Rules, Theories

The language setting in which we express our explo-
ration is that of predicate logic. Some considerations
have to be made, however, about which predicate logic
we use. This will be untyped, with type (sort) infor-
mation being handled by the use of unary predicates.

To express a mathematical theory, we use a first
order predicate logic language with equality, similar to
those described in [20], [4], or [18]. The first order
language L describing the theory is a triple: L =〈
P,F , C

〉
, where P is the set of predicate symbols

(including the binary equality “=” predicate, and one
or more unary predicates describing the “type” of ob-
jects in a theory), F is the set of function symbols (in-
cluding the unary identity “id” function), C is the set
of constants of the theory. For practical reasons, we
distinguish between function symbols and constants,
although the latter can be seen as 0–ary functions.

The knowledge base KB of the theory consists of a
collection of first–order formulae, built over the lan-
guage (axioms, properties).

The inference mechanism IR of the theory consists
of the reasoning system corresponding to the theory.
This will include, for any theory, the first order pred-
icate logic calculus and rewriting (due to first order
logic with equality being our language frame) and spe-
cific (i.e. dependent on axiomatization of a theory)
inference rules.

To summarize, in our context a theory T is a triple

T =
〈
L,KB, IR

〉
.

2.2 The Theory of Natural Numbers

We now describe the theory of natural numbers, TN.
The language of natural numbers,

LN =
〈
〈is-nat,=〉, 〈+, id〉, 〈0〉

〉
,

where is-nat is the unary predicate symbol that char-
acterizes natural numbers, + is an unary function sym-
bol (the successor function), the identity and equality
symbols (unary and binary, respectively).

The knowledge base KBN corresponding to the
initial formulation of the theory consists of the equality
axioms (available in any theory formulated in our set-
ting), and the axioms characterizing the natural num-

bers (Peano):

Axioms[“equality:naturals”, any[is-nat[x, y, z]],
x = x “reflexivity”
(x = y) ⇔ (y = x) “symmetry”
((x = y) ∧ (y = z)) ⇒ (x = z) “transitivity”
((x = y) ∧ p[x]) ⇔ p[y] “prd subst for p”
(x = y) ⇒ (f[x] = f[y]) “fnc subst for f”

],

Axioms[“generation”, any[is-nat[x]],
is-nat[0] “gen. zero”
is-nat[x+] “gen. succ.” ],

Axioms[“uniqueness”, any[is-nat[x, y]],
x+ 6= 0 “zero”
(x+ = y+) ⇔ (x = y) “succ.” ],

Axioms[“induction principle”,
(F[0] ∧ ∀

is-nat[x]
(F[x] ⇒ F[x+]) ⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x]].

Remark. In the above, Axiom[“equality:naturals”],
“prd subst for p”, “fnc subst for f”, and Ax-
iom[“induction principle”] are in fact axiom schemes.
These can not be expressed in first order predicate
logic. We have indicated in each case that certain sym-
bols are metavariables, or higher order variables (de-
pending on the choice of formalism) – f, p, F stand
respectively for any function symbol, predicate sym-
bol, or formula where the argument is a free variable.
We will not use these axioms schemes as such, but will
lift them to the inference level, see below.

The inference mechanism IRN corresponding to
the theory consists of the structural induction rule, gen-
eral predicate logic inference rules, and inference rules
for equality (simplification, rewriting).

The structural induction rule can be lifted from Ax-
iom[“induction principle”] in a straightforward man-
ner. The sequent description of the inference rule is:

KB ` Fx←0 is-nat[x0] abf,KB
⋃

Fx←x0 ` Fx←x0+

KB ` ∀
is-nat[x]

F
,

i.e. in order to prove the universally quantified goal,
prove the base case (substituting 0 for the variable),
then assume the goal formula true for an arbitrary but
fixed value (abf ), and prove the goal for its successor.

In a similar fashion, the axiom schemes for equality
are also lifted to the level of inference.

2.3 Knowledge Schemes

In our setting, knowledge schemes are formulae that
capture “interesting” mathematical knowledge at var-
ious levels of abstraction (although arguably, the no-
tion of what is interesting is hard to make precise).



These schemes are stored in libraries of schemes, and
are used by instantiating them with symbols from the
language of the theory being developed. We consider a
global library, containing schemes at the highest level
of abstraction (i.e. not depending on any theory), and
other libraries that are dependent of the theory being
developed (i.e. some of the higher order variables from
schemes in the global library were instantiated).

To formulate knowledge schemes, we need higher or-
der predicate logic. A scheme (formula) will contain
higher order function and predicate variables. When
using the schemes in the development of the theory,
we have to make sure that the instantiation gets rid of
all these higher order variables. The Theorema lan-
guage allows higher order formulae, so schemes can be
formulated.

Here we give some examples of knowledge schemes
developed for our libraries of schemes.

Examples of schemes to be stored in the global li-
brary (i.e. independent of any theory) are those de-
scribing algebraic structures, such as:

∀
p,op

(is-semigroup[p, op] ⇔

∀
p[x,y,z]

∧ {
p[op[x, y]]
op[x, op[y, z]] = op[op[x, y], z] )

,

∀
p,op,zero

(is-monoid[p, op, zero] ⇔

∀
p[x,y,z]

∧ {
is-semigroup[p, op]
op[x, zero] = x

)
,

∀
p,op,zero,inv

(is-group[p, op, zero, inv] ⇔

∀
p[x]

∧ {
is-monoid[p, op, zero, inv]
op[x, inv[x]] = zero

)
,

or relational structures, such as:
∀

p,r
(is-preorder[p, r] ⇔

∀
p[x,y,z]

∧ {
r[x, x]
(r[x, y] ∧ r[y, z]) ⇒ r[x, z] )

.

∀
p,r

(is-partial-ordering[p, r] ⇔

∀
p[x,y,z]

∧ {
is-preorder[p, r]
(r[x, y] ∧ r[y, x]) ⇒ x = y

)
.

Examples of knowledge schemes that are dependent
on the theory being developed - natural numbers in our
case:

∀
f,g,h

(is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[f, g, h] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x,y]

∧ {
f [x, 0] = g[x]
f [x, y+] = h[f [x, y]] )

,

∀
f,g,h

(is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l[f, g, h] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x,y]

∧ {
f [0, y] = g[y]
f [x+, y] = h[f [x, y]] )

,

∀
f,g,h,pred

(is-nat-rec-binary-rel-2[f, g, h] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x,y,z]

∧ {
f [x, 0] ⇔ g[x]
f [x, y+] ⇔ (h[x, y] ∨ f [x, y]) )

.

Remark. The recursive definitions schemes above all
correspond to the (structural) induction axiom scheme.
In fact, when reasoning about these schemes, we will
use the structural induction rule.

Moreover, these recursive schemes are instances of a
general recursive scheme, generated systematically. It
is, therefore, not necessary to store all these, but they
can be generated “just-in-time” when they are needed.

3 Exploration

3.1 Exploration Rounds in the Scheme–
Based Model

For the case study we carried out, we used the
following methodology to explore notions, consistent
with [3]:
– Introduce a new notion using a definition scheme:

from one of the libraries of schemes, choose one
that is applicable (i.e. it can be instantiated with
the function/predicate symbols from the language).
Note that several instantiations could be possible,
leading to the introduction of several corresponding
notions.

– Introduce equivalent definitions by exploring match-
ing schemes: Select schemes that “match” the one
used to introduce the notion that is being explored
(i.e. same arity, same auxiliary functions used in
the definition). Then prove (or disprove) that the
instantiation of this scheme is a consequence of the
definition.

– Explore structural properties of the notion, using
structural schemes: structural schemes (such as
those presented in the previous section), when in-
stantiated, represent properties that describe the in-
teraction of the notion being explored with other no-
tions from the theory.

– Introduce problems, and solve them (if this is pos-
sible): problems are introduced by instantiation of
schemes, or introducing formulae where notions that
are not in the language occur. These notions will
have to be synthesized, for instance by an applica-
tion of the lazy thinking method, see [5, 10, 8].
Carrying out these steps, in our experience, provides

a fairly complete range of properties of the explored no-



tion (as compared to our benchmark example, [18]). Of
course, the goal is to have a “complete” exploration of
the notion (i.e. containing all “interesting” knowledge),
yet such a completeness measure is hard to define for-
mally. We will not make any further effort towards
achieving this completeness, but propose the use of the
lazy thinking method to “cover” the missing proposi-
tions, if they are needed in subsequent rounds of ex-
ploration (i.e. theorem synthesis, see [15] for further
discussion of this, including its limitations).

3.2 Examples: Exploration of Natural
Numbers

In this section, we give examples of exploration steps
from the developement of the natural numbers theory
using the scheme-based model.

Introducing a new notion

We start with the language described in Subsection 2.2.
For introducing a new notion in the language, we

search in the scheme library for a definition scheme that
can be instantiated with the symbols of the language.
The first scheme that matches this description is the
is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r scheme. It introduces into the
theory a new notion (in the scheme denoted by the
variable f) - a binary function symbol, expressed in
terms of the unary function symbols g, h. There are
several possible instantiations:{
{f → ⊕, g → id, h → +}, {f → �, g → +, h → +},
{f → �, g → id, h → id}, {f → �, g → +, h → id}

} ,

where the higher order variable f is in each case sub-
stituted with a new (constant) symbol (⊕,�,�,� re-
spectively) and g, h are substituted with symbols from
the language.
We invent the following new notions:

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[⊕, id, +] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧ {
x⊕ 0 = x
x⊕ y+ = (x⊕ y)+

,

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, +, +] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧ {
x � 0 = x+

x � y+ = (x � y)+
,

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, id, id] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧ {
x� 0 = x
x� y+ = x� y

,

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, +, id] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧ {
x � 0 = x+

x � y+ = x � y
.

We illustrate further exploration of the ⊕ function
symbol.

Introducing propositions (I) - equivalent defini-
tions

We now try to find potential equivalent defini-
tions for the ⊕ function symbol. The scheme
is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l, is similar, in that it has the
same arity with ⊕, and is expressed in terms of
subfunctions that can be instantiated with symbols
in the language. Therefore it is a candidate for
the introduction of equivalent definitions. One of
its instantiations ({f → ⊕, g → id, h → +}, now
expressed as a Theorema proposition) gives:

Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”,
any[is-nat[x, y]],

0⊕ x = x “right zero”
x+ ⊕ y = (x⊕ y)+ “right succesor” ],

which can be proved invoking the following command
in Theorema:

Prove[Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”,
using → Theory[“nat.1.2.0”],
by → NatProverPC]

.

In the call above Theory[”nat.1.2.0”] corresponds to
the current knowledge base (axioms plus the definition
of the ⊕ symbol), NatProverPC is a Theorema user
prover combining structural induction with natural de-
duction and rewriting. For visualizing the proof, see
[17].

The reader will note that no other schemes or in-
stantiations give any other consequences.

Introducing propositions (II) - semigroup,
monoid

To introduce other propositions, we look at the struc-
tural algebraic knowledge schemes that can be instanti-
ated with the ⊕ function symbol and the other symbols
from the language.

The first such scheme, is-semigroup with the sub-
stitution {p → is-nat, op → ⊕}, yields the following:



Proposition[“is-semigroup is-nat,⊕”,
any[is-nat[x, y]],

(x⊕ y)⊕ z = x⊕ (y ⊕ z) “associativity” ],

which is proved by the system, see [17].
The next scheme in the hierarchy of al-

gebraic schemes, is-monoid, instantiated with
{p → is-nat, op → ⊕ , zero → 0}, yields:

is-monoid[is-nat,⊕, 0] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

∧ {
is-semigroup[is-nat,⊕]
x⊕ 0 = x

,

for which we have to prove the neutral element formula,
in addition to what we had previously. This holds, and
is proved by the system.

Introducing propositions (III) - group

Going further in the hierarchy of schemes, we have is-
group, which can be instantiated with:

{p → is-nat, op → ⊕, zero → 0, inv → id} , or
{p → is-nat, op → ⊕, zero → 0, inv → +}.

This yields, in addition to what we had before:

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ x = 0), and

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ x+ = 0), respectively.

None of the above formulae hold, i.e. neither the
identity nor the successor are inverses for the natural
numbers. The language does not contain any other
unary function symbol. The only chance that natural
numbers form a group is that there is some other unary
function, not yet in the theory, that is an inverse. This
means that if such function exists, we shall have to
invent it and introduce it in the language.

Introducing and solving a problem

We want to invent a new function symbol, say 	, such
that is-group[is-nat,⊕, 0,	], i.e. the following formula
holds:

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ (	x) = 0).

We now apply the lazy thinking method to synthe-
size the 	 function. If we are successfull, we add the
new function to the theory. In order to synthesize the
function, we attempt to prove the above formula, and
if the proof fails, we analyze the proof and generate
conjectures that will allow the proof to succeed. These
conjectures are specifications for the unknown function
symbol. In this case we will not use algorithm schemes.

Proof (inverse). Prove

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ (	x) = 0),

using KBN.
We try to prove by structural induction on x:

Base Case:
Prove 0⊕ (	0) = 0.
By Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”].1 ,

we have to prove: 	0 = 0.
[The proof fails, but the conjecture is straightforward:
	0 = 0. ]
Induction Step:

Take x0 arbitrary but fixed, such that is-nat[x0].
Assume x0 ⊕	x0 = 0.
Show x0

+ ⊕	x0
+ = 0.

By Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”].2 ,
this is equivalent to proving: (x0 ⊕	x0

+)+ = 0.
However, this is not true, because it contradicts
Axiom[“uniqueness”]:“zero”.

Therefore, the goal is not valid.

Remark. The proof presented above is similar to the
one generated by the Theorema system. KBN con-
tains the knowledge in the theory. The part contained
in the square brackets, in italics is not part of the proof,
it represents the analysis and generation of the conjec-
tures (which, in this case was straightforward). Be-
cause we can establish that our goal introduces a con-
tradiction, our problem has no solution, i.e. there is no
inverse function for the natural numbers, i.e. natural
numbers cannot form a group.

Summary

We have now carried out some steps in the exploration
of the notion ⊕. The reader will have recognized that
this notion is the natural number addition.

Using the scheme-based model we have introduced
all the propositions involving ⊕ that were present in
the benchmark we considered, [18]. Some of these were
not included in this presentation, see the forthcoming
technical report [17] for all the details.

We continued the exploration, introducing in the
same manner new concepts, like multiplication, ∗ (and
related concepts, like 1), smaller-than relation (both
weak, ≤, and strict, <), subtraction −, exponentiation.

The reader may wonder what happened to concepts
introduced when ⊕ was introduced. These were all in-
vestigated, but ⊕ turned out to be the most “interest-
ing”, in that it fulfills more structural properties than
the others.



So far, we have illustrated almost all of the steps in
the scheme-based exploration model. But not the ad-
dition of new inference rules. The general observation
is that such exploration steps are rare, i.e. new infer-
ence rules do not get added as often as new concepts
or propositions involving concepts. In the following, we
illustrate how one could prove the correctness of such
a new rule.

Introducing a new inference mechanism

Consider an extension of the initial theory whose lan-
guage contains the symbol <, defined (in Theorema)
as:

Definition[“is-nat-rec-binary-rel-2:F,=”,
any[is-nat [x ], is-nat [y ]],

(x ≮ 0)
(x < y+) ⇔ ((x = y) ∨ (x < y)) ].

Note that this definition was introduced using the
is-nat-rec-binary-rel-2 scheme. The reader will note
this is the usual strict less relation on natural num-
bers. We also consider the propositions related to <,
including the fact that ∀

is-nat[x]
(x < x+), see [17] for

details.
We now introduce the following proposition which

we prove using Theorema:
Proposition[“Complete Induction,”

∀
is-nat[x,z]

(
(z < x ⇒ F[z]) ⇒ F[x]

)
⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x] ].

Our proof follows the one in [18], i.e. we prove:
Proposition[“Complete Induction.1”,

∀
is-nat[y,z]

(
z < y ⇒ F[z]

)
⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x] ],

and then, prove:
Proposition[“Complete Induction.2”,

∀
is-nat[x,z]

(
(z < x ⇒ F[z]) ⇒ F[x]

)
⇒

∀
is-nat[y,z]

(
z < y ⇒ F[z]

) ].

For details of the proofs, see [17]. Not surprisingly,
the proofs generated by Theorema are similar to those
in [18].

The reader may notice that the formulae we proved
are, in fact, not first order. However, if we consider
F[x] in the above as being an arbitrary but fixed formula
constant, where x appears as a free variable, and tak-
ing into account the properties of substitutions, then
the proof steps applied in our proofs remain correct.
However, at the moment this argument is carried out
outside of the laguage of Theorema. Mechanisms like
reflection (see [3]) that are being developed will allow
reasoning on the metalevel in the same language frame.

Since the process of lifting the formulae we proved to
the inference level is, at least in this case, straightfor-

ward, similar to what we described in Subsection 2.2,
the proof of these formulae constitutes the proof of cor-
rectness of the complete induction inference rule. Of
course, the algorithm for lifting the knowledge to the
level of inference has to also be proven correct (again,
using reflection).
Remark. Once we have the < (strict less than equal)
relation symbol into the theory, we can introduce the
above complete induction inference mechanism. More-
over, we can also add new knowledge schemes to the
library of schemes, corresponding to the new induction.

The new recursive knowledge schemes are formu-
lated using the < relation symbol. Here we give ex-
amples of such schemes:

∀
f,g,h

(is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[f, g, h] ⇔

∀
is–nat[x,y]

y>0

(f [x, y] =
{

g[x] ⇐ x < y
h[f [x− y, y]] ⇐ otherwise )).

∀
r,q,s,const

(is–nat–step–recr–rel–0–1–1[r, q, s, const] ⇔

∀
is–nat[x,y]

(r[x, y] ⇔

 const ⇐ y = 0
q[x, y] ⇐ x > y
s[r[x, y − x]] ⇐ otherwise

)).

More exploration rounds (I) - solving a problem

In the following, we include some more examples of
exploration that make use of the new recursive schemes
introduced above. Due to the limited space available
for this presentation, we only give an overview, and
point the reader to the papers containing the details.

Consider now a new problem:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

(x = y ∗ quot[x, y]),

i.e., for any 2 natural numbers x, y, find a decomposi-
tion of x by multiplication, involving y.

We now try to solve this new problem, by lazy think-
ing, proposing as a solution for quot, an instantiation
of is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1, and using the complete in-
duction principle to carry out the proofs.

The proof, however, does not work for the base case
of the definition:

For arbitrary x0, y0 with is–nat[x0, y0], y0 > 0, in
case

x0 < y0,

we have to prove

x0 = y0 ∗ g[x0].

However, since is–nat [g[x0]], from the properties of
<, this is impossible.



But analyzing the failure of this proof, we realize
that a slight modification of the problem will avoid this
failure. For the modified problem:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

(x = y ∗ quot[x, y] + rem[x, y]),

apply again the lazy thinking method, with the
is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1 as a candidate for both quot
and rem, we obtain as solutions to our problem the
well known quotient and remainder functions for
natural numbers:

Algorithm[“quotient”, any[is-nat[x], is-nat[y]],

quot[x, y] =
{

0 ⇐ x < y
quot[x− y, y] + 1 ⇐ otherwise ],

Algorithm[“remainder”, any[is-nat[x], is-nat[y]],

rem[x, y] =
{

x ⇐ x < y
rem[x− y, y] ⇐ otherwise ].

For the complete details, we point the user to the
technical report, [16].

More exploration rounds (II) - introducing a
notion

We now introduce another notion in our theory: the
scheme is–nat–step–recr–rel–0–1–1 with the substi-
tution {r → |, const → True, q → False, s → idB},
yields the following:

Definition[“divides relation symbol”,
any[is-nat[x], is-nat[y]],

x|y =

 True ⇐ y = 0
False ⇐ x > y
x|(y − x) ⇐ otherwise

],

where idB is the identity function on the boolean do-
main (with truth values).

To introduce new propositions, we look at the rela-
tional knowledge schemes that can be instantiated with
the | relation symbol.

The first such scheme, is-preorder instantianted
with {p → is-nat, r → |} yields:

Proposition[“is-preorder is-nat,|”,
any[is-nat[x, y, z]],

(x|x) “reflexivity”
(x|y ∧ y|z) ⇒ (x|z) “transitivity” ],

which we can prove using Theorema, see [17].
The second scheme in the hierarchy of relational

schemes, is-partial-ordering with the substitution
{p → is-nat, r → |}, yields the following:

is-partial-ordering[is-nat, |] ⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

∧ {
is-preorder[is-nat, |]
(x|y ∧ y|x) ⇒ x = y

,

for which we have to prove the antisymmetry
formula, in addition to what we had before. The proof
is successful.

4 Implementation

We implemented the induction rules presented in
this paper as new Theorema basic provers. These
provers are combined with basic provers for natural
deduction, simplification or generalized rewriting into
user provers (such as NatProverPC) that correspond to
the inference engine of the theory.

The structural induction basic prover implements
the rule over natural numbers described in Subsec-
tion 2.2. The user can influence the behaviour of the
prover by setting options:
– the NNLang option specifies the language to be used

to formulate the theory of natural numbers (with the
default language formed from the constant 0, the
is-nat and = predicate symbols and the id and +

function symbols);
– the NNRepres option specifies the used natural num-

bers representation. The natural numbers can ei-
ther be constructed from 0 and + symbols or from
0 and +1 (in this case, we admit that the symbol
1 is already introduced in the language. The user
can choose the notation x+1 instead of the notation
x+).
The second basic prover implements the complete

induction principle over natural numbers. One option
can be specified for this prover: the NNLang option
where the user can specify the language components
needed (default values are is-nat and < predicate sym-
bols).

We have also implemented a new function
UseScheme[scheme, substitutions]. This proto-
type function takes as arguments the knowledge scheme
scheme and the list substitutions of all the possible
combinations between all the symbols from the cur-
rent language and generates the definitions of the new
notions (i.e. function symbols, relations symbols or
propositions) that can be constructed.

5 Related Work

The theory of natural numbers is present in any
major system that aims at doing mathematical rea-
soning by computer. We will not, therefore, compare
our implementation to all these systems. The provers



we wrote in order to carry out this research are based
on the existing Theorema natural number induction
provers, see [12]. However, our provers allow the user
to use any language (s)he chooses, and we implemented
more induction rules, such as the complete induction.

Our approach is not concerned with the formaliza-
tion of natural numbers, but with the exploration of the
theory, i.e. “invention”. The HR system [13] was also
proposed for the invention of mathematics, and was
applied for number theory. However, the method is
different. Mathematical concepts are formed by model
checking, from examples, and proved by a theorem
prover.

A more recent approach, MATHsAID, see [19],
builds systematically a theory by proving consequences
of the initial axioms, and tries to filter the interesting
concepts and theorems.

Other approaches for theory invention were pro-
posed, with various degrees of success. For an overview
of various approaches and a comparison, see [14].

In comparison to the approaches mentioned, ours
provides more control to the user (also helped by the
natural style, textbook-like of the Theorema system),
and we believe it is more suitable to the exploration of
more complex theories. This remark is based both on
results obtained so far, and on experience from the field
of program synthesis, where it was shown that the use
of algorithm schemes produces much better results.

Schemes, as concentrated mathematical knowledge,
provide an indication of the interestingness of mathe-
matical concepts, and help guide the exploration pro-
cess.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We reported on a case study in scheme based theory
exploration: the natural numbers. We have shown that
Buchberger’s model can be successfully applied, and we
have done so using the Theorema system. We have
illustrated typical exploration steps, i.e. introducing a
notion, introducing properties of this notion, introduc-
ing and solving problems (lazy thinking) and a possible
approach to the problem of proving inference rules cor-
rect.

Although this is work in progress, we have already
explored notions like addition, multiplication, the less
than relation, exponentiation, subtraction, quotient,
remainder. We are looking forward to the further ex-
ploration of notions like prime numbers, and set as one
of our future goals the “invention” of the prime decom-
position theorem. We measure our success by compar-
ison to our benchmark, a well known textbook, [18],
and so far we match this textbook. Our case study is

not merely a formalization of this book, but the result-
ing theory is obtained by systematic use of knowledge
schemes.

This approach, we believe, also has a strong didac-
tic value. Regardless of the presence or not of a sys-
tem to carry out these exploration steps, we have a
methodology for theory exploration. In this paper, we
described the basic steps to be carried out in an explo-
ration round.

For the case study at hand, we implemented an up-
dated version of the Theorema induction prover, that
includes new induction rules introduced during the ex-
ploration. The purpose of this paper was not to de-
scribe how Theorema carries out the proofs, therefore
we pointed the user, for this purpose, to the technical
reports [17, 16]. However, all the proofs mentioned
were carried out using the system.

We have also implemented prototype functions
that should help in the exploration process (such as
UseScheme).

So far, we did the exploration (i.e. introducing no-
tions and propositions, problems, etc. theory forma-
tion, in fact) basically by hand, with only some of
the steps supported by the system (like the UseScheme
function). It is clear, however, that to carry out in-
teresting case studies, the user will need tools to help
the process of exploration: tools to carry out explo-
ration steps, tools to query the libraries of schemes, to
generate “just-in-time” schemes (including generation
of unique names for schemes), to query the language
and the knowledge base, and even to automate whole
exploration rounds. We think that, in principle, explo-
ration rounds such as the ones we illustrated in this
paper could be carried out automatically by the sys-
tem. Theorema already provides a uniform language
frame, natural style deduction, easy to use interface,
and such exploration tools would extend the system in
a natural way. The implementation of such tools is one
of the long-term future research points.

The experience in carrying out this case study, also
illustrated in this paper, is that the richer the language
of the theory is, the more possibilities to introduce no-
tions we have. This leads to an explosion of possible
exploration branches, as expected. Our opinion is that
a system that provides support for theory exploration
as described in this paper, should be used as a tool
by mathematicians, who should be responsible for the
development of the theory, including the control of the
explosion of the exploration branches.

Moreover, we believe that practical deployment of
such systems, at least after a few rounds of bottom–up
theory formation, will be focused on problem solving
(top–down exploration), making heavy use of the lazy



thinking method.
The first author has carried out the details of this

case study, under the guidance of the second author.
The implementation of the first versions of the in-
duction provers, prototype exploration tools, are joint
work.

We acknowledge the contribution of our colleagues
in the SysteMaThEx project: Cristina Codreşi, Vlad
Isac and Diana Pop, especially in the development
of the knowledge scheme libraries, and helpful discus-
sions.
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